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n° Question Answer 

1 Is there any standard form for Declaration of JV/Consortium or is it 

sufficient to declare it within the EoI submission form for Lot 2 as 

described? If latter, shall the members of a consortium provide some sort of 

PoA authorising the Lead Member to submit the EoI on behalf of all 

members of consortium?

It is sufficient to declare the intetion to sumbit the tender as JV/Consortium 

using the EoI submission form.

2 Is there any standard form of Declaration where each member of a 

consortium submit their seperate Financial (Annual Revenues & Pre-Tax 

Profit/Loss) Information or shall we only state the joint financial 

information as described in EoI submission form for Lot 2?

For declaration of Financial Information, you should use EoI submission form.

3
Shall we include Proof Documents for Financial Information (such as Income 

Statements with CPA approval) in this stage or would it be requested from 

the shortlisted candidates by Your Authority in the second stage?

Documentray Proofs for Financial information are not requested in this stage.

4 Shall we include the Proof Documents of the Referenced Projects in this 

stage or would it be requested from the shortlisted candidates by Your 

Authority in the second stage?

Documentray Proofs for Referenced Projects are not requested in this stage.

5 In the Q&A files of Lot 2 you’ve kindly provided, Your Authority clearly 

states “Only completed projects are eligible.” For Supervision projects, 

would “provisional acceptence” level be accepted as “completion”, as it is 

commonly accepted in IFI competitions?

Projects where provisional acceptance has been issued are deemed eligible

6 In the Q&A files of Lot 2 you’ve kindly provided, Your Authority clearly 

states “Only completed projects are eligible.” For Supervision projects, 

would ongoing references with “more than 100%” level be accepted as 

“completion”, as it is commonly accepted in IFI competitions?

Projects completed or where provisional acceptance has been issued are 

deemed eligible

7 We have projects that include both supervision and design. The design 

phase for those projects are completed, but the supervision phase is 

ongoing. Can we use those projects in our EOI

If there is proof that the design phase is completed, then these projects can 

be used as reference for design if they meet the criteria stipulated in the 

Contract Notice


